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GM Harsh Limits



  

EW production gets squeezed

Mass degenerate region



  

Bound softens a little if we vary the decay b.f.



  

Long Lived Gluinos



  

What is needed to survive harsh 
bounds?

● Heavy Gluinos
● Depress Squark Production
● Compress EW-inos
● New Decays?



  

suppress squark particle production 
with Dirac gluinos

From “Supersoft is Supersafe” arXiv:12034821

Gluinos  heavy Dirac particles  squark production is suppressed



  

New interaction between adjoint and scalars

Yield lighter Scalar masses

Mass ratio may be made arbitrarily large w/ addition of other messengers

Introduce new chiral fields A, adjoints under SM gauge groups

Get Gaugino mass from 1-loop gauge mediation



  

3 Dirac Gluinos: Antisplit SUSY

● Remove gauginos binos and winos fro theory 
leaving only Higgsinos and scalars

● Suppress colored particle production, compress 
the remaining Higgsino, alter decay chains



  

Sneutrino NLSP

Spectra and decay chains



  

Alteration of Weakino channels
Suppressed squark production and altered decay chain



  

Non-Universal GGM

Most general Models include both Dirac and 
Majorana Gauginos, what kind of spectra can 
we get?



  

General Gauge Mediation: Majorana 
version

 scalar masses arising at 2 loops from various types of messenger 
interactions

Add Messengers to Theory

Produce Majorana Masses for Gauginos



  

2 Dirac Gluinos

Majorana Bino Model

Scalars get normal GM
Contributions and 
Supersoft Contributions

Interersting Note only Majorana Bino mass parameter is needed to give all scalars mass



  



  



  

Possible Spectra



  

Possible Spectra



  

Possible Spectra

What about this given suppression of supersoft production and compressed spectrum?
 This could be long lived, what is the real lower bound?



  

Conclusions
● If low energy SUSY exists it should look 

different than the vanilla flavor model
● We must suppress colored particle production 

and or compress the spectrum and/or alter 
decay chains

● In fact we probably have to pick 2 out of 3 of the 
above to survive the LHC results

● Dirac gaugino models and variants offer a 
chance to do all 3! There are surprising regions 
of parameter space still unconstrained
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